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WEAK DIMENSION OF GROUP-GRADED RINGS
Abstract
ANGEL DEL Río
We study the weak dimension of a group-graded ring using methods de-
veloped in [B1], [Q] and [R] . We prove that if R is a G-graded ring with
G locally finite and the order of every subgroup of G is invertible in R,
then the graded weak dimension of R is equal to the ungraded one.
One of the main problems in Group-Graded Ring Theory is to see when a
group-graded ring has a certain property if it has the similar graded property.
Several methods are available in the literature to study these problems . In
this paper we use and develop some of these methods to investigate the weak
dimension of group-graded rings .
If R is a (graded) ring, then w .dim(R) (resp, gr.w .dim(R» will denote the
(graded) weak dimension of R . By [NV, A.I .2 .19], gr.w .dim(R) < w.dim(R) .
But the equality does not hold in general .
Let G be a group with identity e and R = ®.,EGR9 a G-graded ring .
A separability system [R] in R is a system {x9, g E G} of elements
center of Re satisfying the following axioms :
(SS1)x.9 =0foralmostallgEGand1:9EG x9=1.
in the
(SS2) For every g, la E G and every r E Rh, rx9 = xhgr .
Note that if G is finite and the order of G is invertible in Re , then R has a
separability system .
M.D . Rafael has proved in [R] that if R has a separability system, then
gr.w .dim(R) = w.dim(R) .
The main aim of this paper is to give conditions weaker than the existence
of a separability system in R which also imply the equality gr.w.dim(R)
w .dim(R) . Explicity we prove that this holds when for every finitely generated
subgroup H of G the H-graded ring R(H) = ®hEHRh has a separability system
and one of the following conditions hold :
(1) R is gr-regular .
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(2) R is strongly graded .
(3) G is locally finite and the order of each finite subgroup of G is invertible
in Re .
When conditions (1) or (2) hold the conclusion follows with an easy argu-
ment.The third result needs more complicated methods which involves Cohen-
Montgomery Duality machinery [CM] as well as Rafael's methods [R] .
All rings considered in this paper are associative . By left R-module we will
mean left R-module with a spanning set, Le . for every left R-module M we
assume RM = M.
We will write RM to emphasize that M is a left R-module .
For any (graded) ring R, R - mod (R - gr) will denote the category of
(graded) left R modules .
The (graded) weak dimension of a (graded) ring R is defined by R - mod,
(R-gr) Le . given n >_ 0, we will say that w.dim(R) < n (gr.w.dim(R) < n) if
for every M E R - mod, (R - gr) there exists (gr-) flat modules F,,. ,Fn E
R - mod (R - gr) and an exact sequénce
0 , Fn --, Fn_i -_+ . . . --., Fo -> M --+ 0 .
Recall that R is (graded) regular if and only if its (graded) weak dimension
is 0 .
By [NV, Corollary A.I .2 .19], gr.w.dim(R) <_ w .dim(R) for every
graded ring with unity R. But the equality does not hold in general. Indeed,
if R is a strongly graded ring with unity, then gr.w.dim(R) = w.dim(Re) . In
particular, gr.w.dim(R[G]) = w.dim(R), where R[G] is the group ring over G
with base ring R and the natural grading . However, the following well known
theorem due to contributions from M. Auslander [Au], O.E . Villamayor [V] and
I.G . Connell [C] characterizes the regular group rings .
Theorem 1 ([Au], [V], [C]) . The group ring R[G] is regular if and only
if R is regular, G is locally finite and the orden of each ftinite subgroup of G is
invertible in R .
The following result due to M.D . Rafael [R] will be used in the sequel .
Theorem 2 [R] . If ¡he group-graded ring R has a separability system, then,
gr.w .dim(R) = w.dim(R) .
Proof- See [R ; Theorem 3.5] .
If R = ®geGRg is a G-graded ring and H < G is a subgroup of G, then R(H)
will denote the H-graded ring, R(H) = ®hEHRh-
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Proposition 3 . Lel R= ®gEGRg be a graded ring with unity. Assume that
for every finitely generated subgroup H < G, R(H) has a separability system . If
one of the following conditions holds
(a) R is gr-regular.
(b) R is strongly graded.
Then gr.w.dim(R) = w.dim(R).
Proof- (a) Let x E R. Then x E R(H) for some finitely generated subgroup
Hof G. By Theorem 2, R(H) is regular and hence there exists y E R(H) suchthat x = xyx .
(b) Since R is strongly graded, then gr.w.dim(R) = w.dim(Rj = gr.w .
dim(R(H» = w.dim(R(H» for every finitely generated subgroup H of G. Fi-
nally, note that R is isomorphic to the direct limit lim R(H) where H ranges over
the finitely generated subgroups of G . Then, by [CE, VI Ex. 17], w.dim(R) <_
sup{w.dim(R(H» 1 H < G f. gen.} < gr.w.dim(R).
Remarks . (1) Note that if R is strongly graded and for every finitely gener-
ated subgroup H of G, R(H) has a separability system, then G is locally finite .
Indeed, let H be a finitely generated subgroup of G . R(H) is also strongly
graded and, by [R, Lemma 3.2 .1], it is also finitely graded. Therefore, H is
finite .
(2) The final argument of the proof of Proposition 3.b works whenever gr.w .
dim(R(H» < gr.w.dim(R) for every finitely generated subgroup H of G. But,
unfortunately, this does not hold in general as the following example shows .
Example. Let k be a field and G = ZZ the group with two elements . The
polynomial ring R= k[Xl,X2, . . . , X,,] on n commuting variables (n >_ 3) has
a G-grading associating to each variable degree 1 . Then gr.w.dim(R) = n and
Ro = k[X;Xj, i, j = 1, 2,. . , n] has infinite weak dimension .
The strong machinery of Cohen-Montgoméry Duality Theorem [CM] devel-
oped by D . Quinn [Q] and M. Beattie [B1] and [B2] will allow us to obtain a
more interesting result .
Let R =®gEGRg be a G-graded ring with unity. Let MG(R) denotes the set
of finite row and column matrices over R with rows and columns indexed by
elements of G .
If a E MG(R) and x, y E G, then a(x, y) denotes the entry in the (x, y)-
position of a . MG(R) is a ring with the matrix ring product : If aQ E MG(R)
and x, y E G, then
(a#)(x, y) = 1: a(x, z)#(z, y)
zEG
R can be embedded in MG(R) by means of a ring homomorphism
R ) MG(R), that associates r" to r E R, where r(x, y) = rxy-1 for all x, y E G.
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For every x E G, px will denote the G x G-matrix that has 1 in the (x, x)-
position and zero elsewhere . For each finite subset X C G, px will denote the
idempotent px = EXEX px
The smash product R#G of R was defined by D . Quinn [Q] as the subring
of MG(R) generated by R= {r 1 r E R} and {px 1 x E G} . M. Beattie [B1]
defined the generalixed smash product as the subring (without unity)
R#G* = {a 1 a(x, y) = 0 for almost all (x, y) E G x G}
of R#G. Note that if G is finite, R#G = R#G* and if G is infinite, then
R#G* is a left and right essential ideal of R#G.
We list without proof some properties of there rings .
(a) (rpx)(spy) = (rsxy-1) py, (r, s E R, x, y E G) .
(b ) rgpx = pgxrg, (x, g E G, rg E Rg) .
(c) {px 1 X finite subset of G} is a set of local units in R#G* (cf . [Ab]) .
Thus R is a ring with local units both in the sense of [Ab] and [AM] . Therefore,
for every M E R#G* - mod and each m E M, there exists a finite subset
X C_ G such that pxm = m. Moreover, if pxm = m E M and X C Y C G,
then pym = m.
(d) There exists an equivalence of categories between R-gr and R#G*-mod
(see [B1, Theorem 2.6]) . This equivalence associates the graded left R-module
®gEGR(g) to R#G* . Therefore R#G* is a projective generator inR#G*-mod.
(e) There is a group homomorphism - : G ---> MG(R) where g(x, y) = 6.9,1Yy
for all 9,x, y E G. For any r E R, 9,x E G, g -l rg = r and g-lpxg = pxg-
Therefore G = {9 19 E G} acts both on R#G and R#G* by conjugation .
Let us denote S = R#G* . For every subgroup H of G_ SH is the subring of
MG(R) generated by S and H = {h 1 h E H} . The property (e) implies that
SH is a skew group ring (without unit if G is infinite) of H over S.
Since SH E S - mod, then {px 1 X C_ G finite} is also a set of local units of
SH. Therefore, for any M E SH - mod and any m E M there exists X C G
finite such that pxm = m.
The following Lemma is a version of Maschke's Theorem .
Lemma 4. Assume that G is locally finite and let H be a finite subgroup of
G such that jHj -1 E Re . Then every M E SH-mod, is isomorphic to a direct
summand of SgSH ®s M.
Proof. Let p : Shf ®s M -+ M be the epimorphism given by p(a ® m) =
am . We will construct a right inverse of p . Assume n = IHI and define
j : M -+ SH ®s M as follows : Let m E M and X a finite subset of G such
that pxm = m. Then
1
j(m) = n i: pxh-1 ®pxh-~hmhEH
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Let us note that j(m) does not depend on the choice of X. Indeed, let X' be
another finite subset of G such that pxm = m and consider Y the subgroup
of G generated by H U X U X'. For every h E H
and similarly pyh-1 ® pyh_1 hm = Px'h-1 ®PX~h-ohm. It is rather easy to
proof that j is an additive homomorphism . Let us prove that j is SH-linear .
Set 9,T E G, o E H and r E RT . Assume that pxm = m E M (X a finite
subset of G) . Consider Y the subgroup of G generated by X U {g, T} . We have
that pym = m and py(pyrQm) = py r"vm . Then
Thuspoj=l m . " .
pyh-1 ®PYh- ihm =pyh-1 ®pyhpxm
j(PyrQm) = 1 1: pyh-1 ®PYh-~hp,romn hEH
hEH
hEH
= py h -1 ®PYPXh-~hm
= pyh-1 ® Pxh-1hm
= pyh-lPXh-1 ®PXh-t hm
=.pypxh-1 ®Pxh-1hm
= pxh-1 ® Pxh-lhm
1 1: pyh-1 ®PYh-3Pgh-~rhomn
1_ n pyh-1p,h-~r®PYh-lhom
1
= n pypyrh-1 ® PYh- i homhEH
1
= Pyra~n PY(ho) -1 ®PYh-~ homhEH
= pgroj(M)
For m E M and pxm=m we have
(P o j)(m) = P( 1 E pxh-1 ® Pxh-
hEH
1
= n ~Pxh_1Pxh-~hm
hEEH
1 a __ - pxh- hm =m.n hEH
hm)
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Lemma 5. Assume that G is locally finite and for every finite subgroup H
of G, IHI-1 E Re. Le¡ M E SO - mod such ¡ha¡ SM is projective (resp, fiat).
Then, SGM is also projective (resp, fiat) .
Proof. Let M E SO - mod such that sM projective (resp, flat). By (e) SS
is projective and fiat, thus for every subgroup H of G, sSH is also projec-
tive and hence SHSH ®S M is also projective (resp, flat) . Now, by Lemma
4, SFIM is projective (resp, flat) for every finite subgroup
H of G. For every
left (resp, right) SO-module N we have HomSG(M, N) - li_m HomSH(M, N)
(resp, N osoM ^- li_m N ®sFq M) where H ranges over the set of finite sub-
groups of G. Then ExtSG(M, N) - li_m ExtsR(M, N) (resp, Torn,(N, M) -
limTorn,(N,M)). Therefore, SGM is projective (resp, flat) .
Lemma 6. Let R and A be rings with local units and F : R - mod --~
A- mod an equivalence of caiegories . For every M E R - mod, M is flat if
and only if F(M) is fiat.
Therefore, w.dim(R) = w.dim(A)
Proof. It is easy to prove that every locally projective module (see [AM]
for the definition) over a ring with local units is flat . By [AM, Theorem 2.4],
F ~-P ®x - for some A-R-bimodule P and AP is locally
projective . Thus
AF(M) -A P ®x M is flat whenever M E R- mod is fiat . The rest of the
proof is obvious.
Theorem 7. Let G be a locally finite group and R = ®gEGRg a G-graded
ring . If the order of every finite subgroup of G is invertible in Re, then
gr.w .dim(R) - w.dim(R) .
Proof. Assume that gr.w .dim(R) <- n., The case n = 0 is contained in Propo-
sition 1(a) because R(H) has a separablity system for every finite
subgroup H
of G. So we can assume n > 0.
Consider S = R#G* and E : R - gr --> S - mod the isomorphism of
categories given in (d) . Since every graded fíat left R-module is a direct
limit of graded projective left R-modules, E preserves the flatness and hence
w.dim(S) <- n . ,
Let A= SO, ME A- mod and
d d d
P- . . .-)P2 )PI--+M--,0
a projective resolution of AM. Since SA is .projective, then P is also a projective
resolution of SM and hence K = Ker(dn) is S-flat . By Lemma 5, K is also
A-flat . Therefore, w.dim(A) < n .
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Finally, let us remark that R - mod and A - mod are equivalent categories
(see [AM, Theorem 2.2] and [B2]) . Therefore w.dim(R) < n .
Questions . (1) Let R be a graded ring . Assume that gr.w .dim(R(H»
= w.dim(RIFjI) for every finitely generated subgroup H of G . Does
gr.w.dim(R) = w.dim(R)? .
If gr.w .dim(R(H» < gr.w.dim(R) for every finitely generated subgroup H of
G (in particular if R is either gr-regular or strongly graded) then the answer
is yes (see the proof of Proposition 3.b) . Unfortunately the example after
Proposition 3 shows that gr.w.dim(R(H» can be bigger than gr.w.dim(R).
(2) Is it possible to weaken the hypothesis in Theorem 7 that "the order of
every finite subgroup H of G is invertible in RQ " to "R(H) has a separability
system for every finitely generated subgroup H of G"? .
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